Abstract-This paper discusses the electromagnetic characteristics of a stratified metamaterial structure placed in fractional dimension space. Reflection and transmission coefficients for plane wave incident on multilayered structure in D-dimensional space are computed. Transfer matrix method is used to study the behaviour of different planer multilayered periodic metamaterial structures. The results are compared for integer and fractal dimensional spaces for both the cases of normal and oblique incidences. Classical results are recovered for integer dimensions. This work provides solution for examining the electromagnetic fields and waves in multilayered structures at fractal interfaces.
INTRODUCTION
To achieve desired electromagnetic characteristics, multilayered structures are formed by combining slabs composed of materials having special properties. These structures are used in anti-reflection coatings, radar absorbing structures, and filters [1] [2] [3] . Alternating layers of double positive (DPS) and double negative (DNG) materials are used to show transmission tunneling [4] . Liu and Behdad demonstrated that the problem of EM wave tunneling through cascaded epsilon-negative metamaterial and double positive material barrier structure is analogous to the classical problem of coupled-resonator microwave filters [5] . In recent studies on multilayered structures, researchers have been using integer dimension substrate [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 21] ; this means that the effect of dimension on the characteristics of structures was not considered. This research has been carried out to further include the parameter of dimension and see its effect on the characteristics of the multilayered structures, because not every object that exists in this universe can be modeled with Euclidean geometry (integer dimension). Shapes and structures with irregular and rough geometry are categorized as fractal media. For instance, coastlines, porous media, cracks, turbulent flows, clouds, mountains, lightning bolts, brain, snowflakes, melting ice, and other systems at phase transitions [7] . The concept of fractal was first introduced by Mandelbrot [8] . There are so many fractal media around us that a book "Fractals Everywhere" appears in literature [9] . Therefore, a solution in D dimension space is required to understand the behaviour of the structures. Lately, solutions to plane wave, differential electromagnetic (EM) wave, cylindrical wave and spherical wave in D-dimension fractional space are developed by Zubair et al. [10] [11] [12] [13] . Since then much work has been done on the propagation of waves in fractional dimension space [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Hence, complex structures can now be modeled with an exact solution.
Therefore in this paper, characteristics of stratified metamaterials (MTMs) placed in fractional dimension space is discussed when an EM plane wave propagates through it. MTMs are synthetic materials that are artificially designed to achieve desired material properties. Chiral (CH) material have the property of non-superposable to their mirror image. Material having permittivity and permeability simultaneously zero (for certain range of frequency) and chirality non-zero are termed as chiral nihility (CN). Materials with chirality to refractive index ratio greater than 1 are called strong chiral materials(SC) [20] .
In Section 2, the layout of the structure and its associated parameters are explained. In Section 3, analytical derivation of the reflection from and transmission through multilayered MTM structure using transfer matrix method (TMM) is presented. Expressions for incident, reflected and transmitted fields are computed. These expressions are valid for D dimension space (2 ≤ D ≤ 3). In Section 4, numerical results of four cases, CH-CH periodic structure, SC-SC periodic structure, SC-dielectric periodic structure, and CN-CN periodic structure are presented and discussed to study the variation in structure characteristics with changing dimension, frequency and/or incident angle.
MULTILAYERED STRUCTURE MODEL
A homogenous structure has odd number of parallel planar slabs of MTMs. The slabs are infinite in length as shown in Figure 1 . Slabs at odd places are labeled as A having refractive index n A and width d A . The slabs at even position are labeled as B having refractive index n B and width by d B . κ is the dimensionless chirality parameter. The chirality parameter brings optical activity, circular dichroism, and polarization rotation to the system [23] . Optical widths of slab A and slab B are expressed as |n A |d A and |n B |d B , respectively. The structure is placed in fractional space having refractive index n F (refractive index is assumed to be approximately same as that of integer space). Furthermore, fractionality only exists in z-axis. TMM is used to compute the incident, reflected and transmitted plane wave expressions after applying proper boundary conditions on the particular interface. 
PROPAGATION EQUATIONS
To compute the field equations for multilayered structure, TMM method is used. A plane wave from fractal medium is incident upon the MTMs at an angle θ i . The interface is located at z = 0. The incident, reflected and transmitted electric and magnetic fields in fractal medium can be written as,
where i, r and t represent the incident, reflected, and transmitted fields, respectively. Similarly, parallel and perpendicular components of the field are represented by subscripts and ⊥, respectively. The wave number of fractal medium is k F = ω √ µ and wave impedance η = µ = η 0 /n F .x,ŷ andẑ are the vectors, and exponential function is used to represent the propagation of the wave in x direction. Hankel function of the second kind is used for forward propagating (+z-axis) wave, and Hankel function of the first kind is used for reverse propagating (−z-axis) wave [14] . The subscripts n and nh define the order of the Hankel function and n = |3−D| 2
where D is the dimension [15] . The wave incident from fractal medium travels through odd number of chiral MTM slabs. Therefore, a relation between transmitted field in fractal medium and incident field in fractal medium is established, accounting the propagation through chiral slabs. Without loss of generality, the electric and magnetic fields expressions for circularly polarized wave in chiral medium can be written as [21] ,
where,
Similarly [22] ,
subscripts + and − indicate the fields traveling in forward and backward direction respectively. Wave numbers for left circular polarization (LCP) and right circular polarization (RCP) are,
where, κ r = κ/ √ r µ r and for strong chiral medium κ r > 1 [20] . θ L and θ R can be computed using snell's law,
Dispersion can be observed if permittivity ( ) is frequency dependent. In (19) wave number for LCP and RCP waves depends on frequency, which in turn means that the propagation velocity of the wave will vary with the change in frequency. Moreover, all the permittivity dependent parameters will be affected, i.e., reflection coefficient, transmission coefficient. To determine the reflected and transmitted fields from planar multilayered metamaterial structure transfer matrix method is used. Firstly, boundary conditions are applied to form a matching matrix that relates the fields on either side of the interface. Secondly, propagation matrices are constituted to determine the forward and backward field propagations in slabs. Lastly, a transition matrix is constructed using matching and propagation matrices. Consider M 1 interface that is located between fractal medium and slab A as shown in Figure 1 . Applying proper boundary conditions on (1)- (4), (7)- (8) and (13)- (14), four linear equations are obtained. These equations are rearranged and presented, 
substituting (22)- (25) in (21) and applying simple matrix multiplication
In a similar manner M 2 , M AB and M BA can be computed. A propagation matrix for a slab having width equal to d s (s = A, B) and wave number k i (i = L, R) can be written as,
where T is the 4 × 2 transition matrix which relates the total field on one side of the structure to the fields on the other side. All equations derived are for non-integer dimension space. Insertion of integer dimension (i.e., D = 2) recovers the classical results. In this paper, numerical results of four different cases are presented and discussed. All structures presented consist of five alternating layers (else mentioned), constructing a stack of the form ABABA. The structure is embedded in fractional space (non-integer dimension space). Behaviour of structure is analysed for varying slab width (d), chirality (κ), angle of incidence (θ i ), dimension (D) of incident and transmitted medium and frequency. The results for varying dimension are presented in this paper. Note that refractive index of fractal medium is taken as 1.5 in all cases, and λ 0 is the wavelength at 1 THz operational frequency.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

CH-CH Structure
In the first case, both slabs A and B are composed of CH MTM with slab A having higher refractive index than slab B. When an EM wave impinges on CH-CH structure at an angle of 60 • from a fractal medium, it is partially reflected and partially transmitted. The effect of dimension over the range of frequency can be seen in Figure 2 . Figures 2(a) and 2(b) describe the relation between reflected power and frequency. It is observed that increasing dimension of the substrate increases the parallel reflection power and barely decreases perpendicular reflection power. Whereas power transmitted decreases with the increase in dimension D. In Figures 2(c) and 2(d) , it can be seen that dimension of the incident medium has significant effect on the transmitted power through the structure. When the dimension of substrate is 2.5D, the parallel component of transmission is less than 5% after 0.6 THz to the total power transmitted while for 2.0D substrate it is 25% approximately. The structure behaves like a pass band filter. There is relatively good reflecting surface for 2.5D substrate (for f ≥ 0.6 THz) compared with 2.2D and 2.0D. Figure 3 shows the behavior of the structure when the wave from varying dimension substrate is incident at different angles. Structure acts as a good reflecting surface for a wave from 2.0D substrate between 32 • and 37 • (≈ 1% parallel transmission power). In Figure 3 
SC-SC Structure
As a second investigation, slabs placed at positions A and B are both made of SC MTM. Figure 5 . At normal incidence, only parallel component of reflected wave exists (R ⊥ = 0). Reflected power increases with the increase in dimension when the frequency is 0.5 THz and more. This structure produces bell-shaped reflecting bands. The maximum power reflected for 2.0D, 2.2D, and 2.5D is 60%, 77%, and 95%, respectively. In Figure 5 (a), the maxima occur at 1.75 THz for all substrates. 2.0D wave has constant bands with reflection power of 61% and bandwidth of 0.25 THz (3 dB bandwidth) except that at odd harmonics it has 0.05 THz bandwidth, and reflection power is 13%. 2.2D and 2.5D waves have constant bands of 0.30 THz and 0.5 THz with reflection power of 88% and 99%, respectively (for higher values of f ). In Figure 5 (c), considering wave from 2.0D substrate, it is seen that parallel component of transmission is maximum at 1.57 THz with the bandwidth of 0.1 THz (3 dB bandwidth). Also transmission is greater than 95% at (0.85, 1.08 and 1.57) THz. Parallel transmission for 2.2D and 2.5D is maximum at 0.85 THz. This shows that the structure behaves like a narrow-band filter. The structure can also be used in polarization conversion devices. represents the existence of perpendicular component of transmission for normal incidence. Chirality introduces the optical activity in the structure thereby resulting in polarization conversion. Reflected power for three-layered SC-SC structure as a function of frequency is shown in Figure 5 (b). It is seen that bandwidth and reflecting power of the structure are increased, i.e., the reflection bands are wider (spread). At this point, it is clear that the three-layered SC-SC structure forms higher reflection coating in 2.5D substrate than five-layered SC-SC structures.
SC-Dielectric Structure
As a third case, slab A remains the same as in previous case (SC MTM), and slab B is replaced with dielectric medium. To examine the behaviour of SC-dielectric structure in fractional space, reflection and transmission as a function of incident angle, frequency and chirality are shown in Figures 6 and 7 . In Figure 6 (a), when a wave from 2.2D substrate strikes SC-dielectric structure, it has zero reflection at 45 • . Wave from 2.0D substrate has wider zero reflection region, which is from 38 • -50 • . In this region, the structure can be characterise as an anti-reflection coating surface. Also, it can be used as reflection coating surface with varying power from 75% to 80% in the range 0 • to 20 • of incident angle. Figure 6(b) shows the perpendicular component of reflection. The maximum reflection is 25% at 70 • when the wave is incident from 2.0D substrate. Figures 6(c) and 6(d) represent parallel and perpendicular transmission components versus angle of incidence. It is observed that parallel transmission power never increases more than 20% for any fractional dimension substrate. Perpendicular transmission component has a peak value of 92% at 44 • for 2.0D and 2.2D, and it is 90% at 45 • for 2.5D substrate. This shows that the structure can be used as high transmission coating surface around 45 • incident angle, for all three substrates. The response of the structure for varying frequency, when the wave is normally incident upon it, is illustrated in Figure 7 . As seen in Figure 7 (a), the structure is a wideband frequency reject filter. reflection coating (bandwidth ≈ 1.0 THz), and at even harmonics, it acts as narrow bandpass (antireflection/high transmission coating) filter. Note that for normally incident wave, the structure has an active perpendicular transmission component. This means that it can also be used in polarization conversion devices. Figure 7 (b) shows the variation of reflected power for different dimensions when chirality of slab A is varied at frequency 1.5 THz. Increase in dimension results in increase in reflected power at a specific chirality value for θ i = 0.
CN-CN Structure
As a fourth case, both slabs of the structure are now composed of CN MTM. It is observed that the structure behaves like a high reflection coating for wider range of frequency as shown in Figure 8 . The reflected power is 100% from 2 THz onwards. In Figure 8 (b), there is a small window of transmission at lower frequencies (≤ 0.4 THz). 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a solution for reflection and transmission from multilayered metamaterial structures sandwiched between fractal medium (non-integer dimension) is formulated. The behaviors of the structures are analyzed by obtaining parallel and perpendicular modes as a function of dimension, frequency, angle of incidence and chirality. Effect of dimension (integer and non-integer) of substrate on reflected and transmitted power for a particular structure has been discussed in detail. Four investigations are presented in this paper, chiral-chiral, strong chiral-strong chiral, strong chiraldielectric, and chiral nihility-chiral nihility. Moreover, these multilayered periodic structures are examined, and numerical results for varying frequency and incident angle are presented. All the results fulfill the law of power conservation. This work provides solution for examining the electromagnetic fields and waves in multilayered structures in fractional dimension space. Also it paves path to investigate slabs and waveguide filled with fractal medium.
